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CAPTCHA stands for Completely Automatic Public Turing Test to tell Computers and Humans Apart. This test can be graded by computer but only human can pass. For more details, you can go to http://www.captcha.net.

The original CAPTCHA in CMU mainly based on the ability of human to read from distorted text and the inability of computer to read from distorted text. However, this has a shortcoming that people weak at their eyes may not pass the test. For this reason, sound oriented CAPTCHA is now being designed, and everything is still in the research status.

Up to now, there are 2 versions: BYAN-I and BYAN-II
These 2 versions of sound-oriented CAPTCHA mainly based on speech perception. According to the email from Prof. Moreno and [1], adding another speaker at the background is a comparatively harder noise for ASR. When 2 speeches at the same volume mix together, human can still concentrate on one voice and exclude the other one, however, this is very difficult for machine to distinguish.

In both versions, user is asked to choose a language they used to speak, and then computer will randomly generates 6 digits and creates a sound file including 6-digits spoken in the chosen language with background noise, which is another speaker. User should be able to input what digits he/she heard from the sound file.

The main difference between 2 versions is the background noise.
In BYAN-I:
The background noise is the same 6-digits spoken in another language.

In BYAN-II:
The background noise is some randomly picked vocabularies spoken in another language.

Nevertheless, according to the current technology for ASR, digit recognition has been developed very well [4] and the recognition performance can be improved by training the recognizer in a similar environment [1], [2], [3]. It may be possible to break this test by a trained recognizer. In order to know the answer, cooperation with speech recognition experts for these 2 versions will be needed
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